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1. INTRODUCTION 
A useful device for studying ideals in the ring O(X) of all continuous real-
valued functions on a topological space X is to associate with each ideal 
of O(X) a whole interval of ideals in a manner most easily described for 
a compact Hausdorff space X. This description depends on the set L:I(I) 
of all elements of a space X at which all the elements of I C O(X) vanish 
(i.e., L:I(I) = n Z(f), where here, as in the rest of this paper, Z(f) denotes 
tel 
the set of zeros of f). If X is completely regular and F is a closed subset 
of X, then there is an ideal I of O(X) for which L:I(I)=F, e.g., the set of 
all elements ofO(X) vanishing on F. Moreover, if X is a compact Hausdorff 
space and I is an ideal of C(X), the set m(I) of all elements of C(X) 
vanishing on a neighborhood of L1 (I) is an ideal contained in I and is the 
smallest of the ideals J for which L:I(J)=Ll(I). The largest of the ideals J 
for which L1 (J) = L1 (I) is the set I of all elements of O(X) vanishing on 
L:I(I). I is easily shown to be the uniform closure of I, or the intersection 
of all maximal ideals containing I, and m(I) is characterized as the set 
of f E I for which f E fl. Thus, for a compact Hausdorff space X, the 
closed subsets of X are in one-to-one correspondence with equivalence 
classes of ideals of O(X), where m(I) is the same ideal for all ideals I 
of a class and I is the same ideal for all ideals I of a class. 
The fact that L:I(I), as defined above, may be empty for proper ideals I 
of O(X) if X is not compact prohibits our extending these results directly 
to apply to the ideals of every O(X). There are, however, two different 
ways to obtain the desired extension, each way producing the same 
equivalence classes as the other. KoHLS [5] has introduced the first 
technique and has applied it to interesting problems. The purpose of this 
paper is to introduce the second technique and to apply it to other problems. 
Our approach depends in part on the m-topology for O(X) studied by 
HEWITT [4] and was prompted by the result of GILLMAN, HENRIKSEN 
and JERISON [1] and SHIROTA [6] which states that an m-closed proper 
ideal is the intersection of all maximal ideals containing it. Them-topology 
for O(X) is defined by taking as a basis the sets {g EC(X): 1/(x)-g(x)l < :n(x) 
for all x EX} for all pairs j, :n E O(X) with :n positive throughout X. 
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The notation I will be used below to denote the closure of I in the m-
topology (m-closure of I). HEWITT [4] has shown most simply that I is a 
proper ideal for any proper ideal I and that, therefore, maximal ideals 
are closed. The m-closed ideals serve as the upper extremals of our 
equivalence classes. The lower extremals m(I) were introduced by GILLMAN, 
HENRIKSEN and JERISON [1]. 
In 2. we define m(I) for an ideal I of O(X) for arbitrary X and give a 
useful algebraic characterization of m(I). In 3. we present our fundamental 
theorem on coherence classes. We are able to ignore completely separation 
properties on X and to avoid use of the Stone-Cech compactification {JX 
of a completely regular space X. (For example, the ideals OP, p E {JX, 
studied extensively in e.g. [1] are our ideals m(M) for maximal ideals M). 
This kind of development is necessary for 4., where we present new proofs 
of results which hold for general O(X) and which previously have been 
proved only through the machinery provided by the Stone-Cech compacti-
fication or through rather complicated constructions. Finally, we are 
aided by our simple algebraic devices and our avoidance of {JX to present 
in 5. several results regarding extensions of the results of 4. to a larger 
class of rings than the class of all O(X). The spirit of this paper is probably 
best exemplified in our proof (corollary 4.4, below) of a result of GILLMAN 
and KoHLS [3]. 
In what follows, if I and J are ideals, I +J will denote the ideal generated 
by I U J, and IDl(I) the set of all maximal ideals which contain I. IDl will 
denote the collection of all maximal ideals. The principal ideal generated 
by an element f will be written as [/]. 
2. DEFINITION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF m(I) 
2.1 Definition: For each ideal I of O(X), m(I) is the set off E O(X) 
for whick Z(f) -::J X -Z(k)":J Z(g) for some g E I and k E O(X). 
The relations Z(/1- /2) -::J Z(/1) n Z(/2) -::J X -Z(k1k2) -::J Z(g12 +g22) and 
Z(k/1) =Z(k) U Z(/I) -::J X -Z(k1) -::J Z(g1), which hold if /1, /2 E m(I) and 
k E O(X), where Z(fi) -::J X -Z(ki) -::J Z(gi), ki E O(X), Yi E I, show that m(I) 
is an ideal of O(X). In fact, m(I) is a z-ideal. (An ideal Q of O(X) is a 
z-ideal if Z(g) -::J Z(k) and k E Q imply g E Q. See [5]). Moreover, as the 
defining relation assures that each function in m(I) is a ring multiple of 
a function in I, it follows that m(I) C I; and it is clear that if I C J then 
m(I) C m(J). 
In the defining relation for f E m(I) we may, without loss in generality, 
assume O~k~ 1, O~g~ 1 on X and that g(Z(h)) = 1. For since Z(g) and 
Z(k) are disjoint, (k2 + g2)-l E O(X) and the functions k2(k2 + g2)-l, 
g2(k2 + g2)-l have the desired properties. 
2.2 Theorem: Let I be an ideal of O(X). Then f E m(I) if and only if 
I +A(/)=O(X) where A(/) is the annihilator ideal determined by f. Equiv-
alently, f E m(I) if and only iff E If, i.e., there exists g E I j'Jr whick f=gf. 
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If f E m(I) then Z(f) :J X -Z(h) :J Z(g) for some g E I, hE O(X). The 
function his in A (f) andZ(g) andZ(h) are disjoint, so that (g2 +h2)-1 E C(X); 
but g2+h2 E I+ [hJ C I +A(f), and I +A(f) is therefore all of C(X). 
Conversely, if I+A(f)=C(X) then l=g+h for some g EI, h EA(f). The 
inclusions Z(f) :J X -Z(h) :J Z(g) follow; that is, f E m(I). For the second 
assertion of the theorem we observe that f = gf for some g E I is equivalent 
to the assertion that l=g+(l-g) EI+A(f). 
As an immediate consequence we obtain 
2.3 Corollary: Let I be an ideal of C(X); then m(I) = U A(1- f). 
lEI 
For iff E I then g E A(l- f) implies g E m(I) by the second assertion 
of 2.2. Thus U A(1- f) C m(l). 
lEI 
If g ¢: m(l) then (1- f)g of= 0 for every f E l; that is, g ¢: U A(1- f), and 
the proof is complete. lEI 
3. COHERENCE CLASSES IN O(X) 
In this section we present the equivalence class theorem (3.4). The first 
of several preliminary lemmas involves the m-topology of C(X). The 
proof of the initial assertion of the first lemma is taken from [1J. 
3.1 Lemma. If I is an ideal of C(X), then m(I)=l and m(l)=m(I). 
Suppose gEl and that n is any strictly positive function in O(X). Let 
/=max [g-n/2, min [g+n/2, OJ]. It is easily verified that f E O(X) satisfies 
lf-gl<n on X. Also, Z(f)":J U":JZ(g) where U={xEX: lg(x)l<n(x)/2}. 
The observation that U =X -Z(h), where h=max [0, n/2-lgiJ, shows 
that f E m(l). Thus every neighborhood of g E I contains an element of 
m(l). It follows that I C m(I) and hence that f C m(I). We conclude 
therefore, since m(I) C I, that i =m(I). 
In order to show that m(i)=m(I) we need only verify that m(l) C m(I). 
If f E m(i) then Z(f) :J X -Z(h) :J Z(g) for some h E C(X) and g E i. In 
accordance with the remark preceding 2.2, we assume O:;:;g:;:;1 on X and 
g(Z(h))=l. Let u EC(X) satisfy O<u:;:;l on X. Since gEl, there is a 
k E I such that lg-kl <u. The function <P=kg is in l since k is in I and 
<P(x)=k(x) for x EZ(h). Moreover, <Poi=O on Z(h); for otherwise <P(xo)=O 
for some xo E Z(h) and l ~ u(xo) > ig(xo)- k(xo)l =II- <P(xo)i = 1, an obvious 
contradiction. The inclusions Z{f) :J X -Z(h) :J Z(<P) :J Z(g), together with 
the fact that <P E I, imply f E m(I), completing the proof of the lemma. 
An immediate consequence of the above result is that if M is any 
maximal ideal which contains m(I) then M also contains I. For since the 
maximal ideals are closed, M :J m(I) implies M = M::) m(l)=iJ I. 
Thus if l is any ideal of C(X), SJR(I) = SJR(m(l)). Since O(X) is semi-simple, 
we can therefore assert that m(I) =[OJ if and only if I= [OJ. A further 
consequence we write as 
3.2 Lemma: If l and J are ideals of C(X), then l +J =C(X) if and 
only if m(l) +m(J) =C(X). 
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For if m(I) + m(J) is a proper ideal it is contained in a maximal ideal 
which then contains both I and J and hence I +J. Thus I +J =O(X) 
implies m(I)+m(J)=O(X). The converse is even more obvious. 
In view of 3.2 the results of 2.2 may be strengthened: I +A(f)=O(X) 
(i.e. f E m(J)) if and only if m(I) +A (f) =O(X) or, equivalently, if and 
only iff E m(I)f. Similarly, corollary 2.3 may be altered: If I is an ideal 
of O(X) then m(I) = U A(1- f). The strengthened versions provide 
/Em(!) 
necessary and sufficient conditions that an ideal be m(I) for some ideal I. 
One further consequence of the strengthened version of 2.2 follows. 
3.3 Lemma. If I is any ideal of O(X) then m(m(I))=m(I). 
For f E m(I) if and only if I +A (f) =O(X), which is equivalent to the 
assertion that m(I)+A(f)=O(X), which by 3.1 implies and is implied 
by the assertion that f E m(m(I)). 
We are now in a position to show how the ideals ofO(XJ are partitioned 
into equivalence classes, which we call coherence classes or ~ntervals. 
3.4 Theorem. The set of all ideals of O(X) is partitioned into equiv-
alence classes (I is equivalent to J if and only if m(I) = m(J)) each of which 
contains extremal elements with respect to inclusion. The set E(I) of ideals 
of O(X) which are equivalent to I is the set of all ideals J for which m(I) CJ Cl. 
The second assertion of 3.1 assures that J is equivalent to I and 3.3 
that m(I) is equivalent to I. If J is equivalent to I then by lemma 3.1 
i =J and I -:J J -:J m(J) = m(I). If 1-:J J -:J m(I) then m(I) = m(l) -:J m(J) -:J 
-:J m( m(I)) = m(I) and thus J is equivalent to I. 
3.5 Corollary: Let {I,.} be a collection of ideals of O(X) and let E I,. 
denote the smallest ideal containing all of the I,.; then m(E I,.)= E m(I,.). 
In view of 3.2 we need only consider the case that E I,. is a proper 
ideal. For each of the Ip, m(E I,.) -:J m(Ip); hence m(E I,.) -:J E m(Icx). 
The opposite inclusion obtains from 3.4 and the inclusions 
4. APPLICATIONS 
Following the terminology used in [3] we will call a proper ideal P of 
O(X) pseudoprime if fg = 0 implies either f or g is in P. It is evident that 
every prime ideal is pseudoprime. 
4.1 Theorem: If P is a pseudoprime ideal of O(X), then P E E(M) 
for a unique maximal ideal M. 
P is contained in a maximal ideal M. If f Em(M), then Z(f) -:J X-
-Z(h) -:J Z(g) for some hE O(X) and gEM. Clearly fh= 0 and h ¢= M, 
hence h ¢= P. Thus, since Pis pseudoprime, f E P; that is m(M) C PC M. 
The uniqueness of M is obvious from 3.4. 
We have previously noted that every maximal ideal of O(X) is closed 
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in the m-topology. Thus each maximal ideal M serves as one of the 
extremal elements, the other being m(M), for its coherence class E(M). 
Our next theorem serves to identify all the upper extremal elements of 
the coherence classes E(I). This theorem was first proved by GILLMAN, 
HENRIKSEN and JERISON [1, Theorem 9] and independently by SHmOTA 
(6, Theorem 1] (see also (4], the comments following Theorem 40). The 
proof which follows seems considerably simpler than either. 
4.2 Theorem : A proper ideal I of O(X) is closed in the m-topology 
if and only if it is the intersection of maximal ideals. 
It is clear that every intersection of maximal ideals is a closed ideal. 
For the converse, suppose I is a closed ideal and let N = n M. I C N 
ll.Jl(l) 
which implies m(I) C m(N). Both m(I) and m(N) are z-ideals, consequently 
intersections of prime ideals (see, e.g., (2], 2.8) 1). However, any prime 
ideal P which contains m(I) also contains m(N); for by 4.1, P E E(M) 
for a unique maximal ideal M, and I =m(I) C P=M (by 3.1 and 3.4) 
implies M :J N. Thus M :J P :J m(M) :J m(N). From this we conclude 
that m(I) :J m(N). Hence m(I)=m(N) and by 3.4, I =N. 
Inasmuch as the upper extremal elements of the coherence classes are 
precisely the intersections of maximal ideals, themselves upper extremals, 
it is perhaps not surprising that the lower extremals are similarly 
determined. We will obtain this result as a corollary of the following 
theorem. 
4.3 Theorem: Let I be any ideal of O(X), and let {J,,J be any collection 
of ideals of O(X) with the property that for every M E Wl(I), M contains at 
least one of the ideals JIX. Then I= niX[ I +m(J"')]. 
Suppose f belongs to the intersection. Then for each lX, f=g"'+h"', 
where g"' E I and h"' E m(J"'). But then Z(h"') :J X -Z(u"') :J Z(k"') for 
ux E O(X), k"' E J"'. Let J = [{u"'}], the ideal generated by the functions u"'. 
The condition on the J"' implies I +J =O(X). For otherwise I +J is 
contained in a maximal ideal M, which by the condition contains at 
least one Jao. The function u~. +~ EJ +J"'• C M, an obvious contra-
diction since (u!, +~)-1 E O(X). Therefore there are functions u E I, 
EJ'.= 1VJUa;EJ (v,EO(X))withthe property that u+Ev,u"'i=l; whence 
f=fu+Ev,u""f. But u"'.f=u"'.g""'+u"'ih"'.=u"'.g"'.EI for j=l, 2, ... , n; and 
' 1 1 ' 1 1 1 
since fu E I we conclude that IE I. Thus n"'[I +m(J"')] c I. The 
opposite inclusion being obvious, the proof is complete. 
As a special case where the collection J"' is taken to be the set IDl of 
all maximal ideals of O(X), or the set Wl(I) of those maximal ideals which 
contain I, we obtain theorem 5.2 of (3]. That is, 
1 ) This observation also follows from the well-known result that the radical of 
an ideal is the intersection of all prime ideals which contain it. That m(I) and 
m(..Y) coincide with their radicals is evident. The radical of an ideal I in a ring R 
is the ideal r(I) = {x E R: xn E I for some integer n ~ 1}. 
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4.4 Corollary: If I is any ideal of O(X), then 
I= n [/ +m(M)J= n [/ +m(M)J. 
m mm 
The first equality is proved even more directly; for clearly J =O(X) 
in this case; therefore f = Eviu"'.g"'. E I, where E v1u"'. = l. 1 1 1 
4.5 Corollary: If I is any proper ideal of O(X), then m(I) = n m(M). 
\ln(I) 
m(l)= n [m(l)+m(M)]= n m(M) since m(l) C m(M) for every 
\ln([) \ln([) 
ME m(I). 
We conclude this section with one further observation. If an ideal I 
coincides with its radical (see footnote (1)), then a proof that I= n [I+ 
\ln(I) 
+m(M)J may be given which parallels the proof of 4.2. Denoting the 
intersection by K, we have, as before, I C K. If P is any prime ideal 
containing I, then, as in the proof of 4.2, P E E(M) for a unique M E m(I). 
Thus P :J I+ m(M) :J K and the conclusion follows. 
5. COHERENCE CLASSES IN OTHER RINGS 
Either of the equivalent algebraic characterizations given in 2.2 may 
be used to define m(J) in any commutative ring R with identity: If I is an 
ideal of R, m(l)={xER :l+A(x)=R} is an ideal of Rand m(/)CJ. 
For if XI,XzEm(I), then 1=i1+a1=i2+a2, ikE!, akEA(xk) k=1,2; 
consequently 1 =i1iz+a1iz+iiaz+ala2 E I +A(x!-xz). Since a1 E A(x1y) 
for every y E R, i1 +a1 E I +A(x1y), and we have shown that m(l) is an 
ideal of R. The inclusion m(l) C I is obvious. Our next result is a general-
ization to R of 4.3. 
5.1 Theorem: Let R be a commutative ring with identity, I an ideal 
of R and {J "'} any collection of ideals of R with the property that for every 
ME m(I), M contains at least one of the ideals JIX. Then I= na[l +m(Ja)J. 
We need only prove the inclusion I :J n,[J +m(Ja)J. Let X be an element 
of the intersection; then for each iX, x=i"'+ix, i"' E I, j, E m(J"'). 
J,+A(j,)=R for every ~X; and 1=ya+u"', y, EJ"" u, EA(j"'). If we 
define J = [{u,}J, the remaining portion of the proof is identical with that 
of 4.3. 
Similarly we obtain corollaries analogous to 4.4 and 4.5. 
At this point we impose further restrictions on R. Without additional 
restrictions m(I) may be the zero ideal for non-zero ideals I (e.g. in the 
ring of integers). Moreover, in general m(I) i=m(m(l)); in fact, examples 
may be given in which m(m(I))= [OJ even though m(l)i= [OJ. Even if 
we presume that I i= [OJ implies m(I) i= [OJ, certain difficulties are en-
countered. For example, we can prove in general that every prime or 
pseudoprime (definition in 4.) ideal P satisfies m(M) C P C M for some 
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maximal ideal M, but we cannot assure its uniqueness from this condition 
alone. (P may be extended to a maximal ideal M. If x E m(M) then 
M+A(x)=R, l=m+a, mEM, aEA(x); and since a¢P, xa=OEP, 
we have x E P). 
A restriction on R which is sufficient to permit further development 
of the theory is that for every ideal I of R, 9R(m(I))=9R(I); that is, if 
a maximal ideal contains m(I) it also contains I. Dr. W. E. Johnson 
has, in an oral communication with one of the authors, proved the 
following result. 
5.2 Theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition that 9R(I) =9R(m(I)) 
for every ideal I of a commutative ring R with identity is that for every pair 
of elements x,yER having [x]+[y]=R, there exists a pair of elements 
u,vER for which [x]+[u]=[y]+[v]=R and uv=O. 
If the condition of the theorem fails to hold and [ x] + [y] = R, then, 
if we take I= [x], [y] +m(I) is a proper ideal. For otherwise, there exists 
v Em(I) such that [y]+[v]=R. Then [x]+A(v)=R; i.e., [x]+[u]=R for 
some u such that uv = 0, a contradiction. Thus there exists a maximal 
ideal M -:J [y] + m(I); hence M -:J m(I) and M jJ I since I+ [y] = R. 
Conversely, suppose M is a maximal ideal which contains m(I) but not I. 
Then there exists xEI such that x¢M. Let yEM be such that [x]+ [y]=R. 
If u, v ER are such that [x]+[u]=[y]+[v]=R, then u ¢A(v). For 
otherwise R= [x] +A(v) C I +A(v), which implies v E m(I); but y EM, 
and M -:J m(I) so that [y] + [v] C M, a contradiction completing the proof. 
If R satisfies the condition of 5.2, the result of lemma 3.2 is immediately 
available, as are the comments which follow it. That is, x E m(I) if and 
only if m(I) + A(x) = R, or equivalently, if and only if x E m(I)x. Similarly, 
since corollary 2.3 follows from the definition of m(I), the strengthened ver-
sion obtains (see the comments preceding 2.4) and we have m(m(I)) =m(I) 
for every ideal I of R. 
In order to obtain the coherence class theorem for R, we introduce a 
pseudo closure for the ideals of R defined by 1 = n M. 
\mil) 
5.3 Theorem: Let R be a commutative ring with identity and suppose 
that R satisfies the condition of 5.2. The set of all ideals of R is partitioned 
into equivalence classes (I is equivalent to J if and only if m(I) = m(J)) each 
of which contains extremal elements with respect to inclusion. The set E(I) 
of ideals of R which are equivalent to I is the set of all ideals J for which 
m(I) C J C l. 
We :first show that m(I)=m(J) if and only if 1 =J (cf. lemma 3.1). 
Clearly m(I) C I C 1 for every ideal I. m(I) is the intersection of all 
maximal ideals containing m(I), which is the same as all those containing 
I; hence m(I) = f and thus m(I) = m(J) implies J =f. For the converse 
we show that m(1) =m(I). If x ¢ m(I) then I +A(x) C M, for some maximal 
ideal M. Therefore M =M +A(x) -:J 1 +A(x) since M -:J I. Hence x ¢ m(J), 
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implying m(l) C m(I). The opposite inclusion is obvious. We have 
previously observed that m(m(I)) =m(I), and thus the proof is complete. 
Thus, with the extremal elements as defined herein, 5.2 characterizes 
those rings for which the coherence class theorem (5.3) holds. 
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